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Thank you for purchasing KingoKingoKingoKingo food warmer. BeforeBeforeBeforeBefore operating this unit, read and familiarize
yourself with the following operating and safety instructions. SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS FOR
FUTURE REFERENCE.

WARNINGWARNINGWARNINGWARNING
ELECTRICELECTRICELECTRICELECTRIC SHOCK,FIRESHOCK,FIRESHOCK,FIRESHOCK,FIRE OROROROR BURNBURNBURNBURN INJURIESINJURIESINJURIESINJURIES CANCANCANCAN OCCUROCCUROCCUROCCUR
IFIFIFIF THISTHISTHISTHIS EQUIPMENTEQUIPMENTEQUIPMENTEQUIPMENT ISISISIS NOTNOTNOTNOT USEDUSEDUSEDUSED PROPERLY.PROPERLY.PROPERLY.PROPERLY.
TOTOTOTO REDUCEREDUCEREDUCEREDUCE RISKRISKRISKRISK OFOFOFOF INJURY:INJURY:INJURY:INJURY:
•Plug only into a grounded electrical outlet.
•Use only on flat, level surfaces.
•Unplug warmer and let cool before cleaning or moving.
•Unplug warmer when not in use.
•Do Not immerse the appliance in any liquid.
•Do not spray with water or cleaning agents.
•Handle hot water carefully.
•Do not operate unattended.
•Important: Do not operate the unit without water in well.

FUNCTIONFUNCTIONFUNCTIONFUNCTION &&&& PURPOSEPURPOSEPURPOSEPURPOSE
This unit is intended to hold containers of hot food at the proper serving temperature.
It is NOT intended to cook raw food or reheat prepared food.
OPERATIONOPERATIONOPERATIONOPERATION
1. Place the food warmer on a flat, stable surface.
2. Fill the well with approx 3.5 litres of water. Do not overfill the well. Do not operate this unit

without water in the well.
After inserting the food container the water level should not exceed the level indicator

WARNINGWARNINGWARNINGWARNING

ELECTRICALELECTRICALELECTRICALELECTRICAL SHOCKSHOCKSHOCKSHOCK HAZARD.HAZARD.HAZARD.HAZARD.
DO NOT FILL WITH MORE THAN 4 QUARTS OF WATER. IF
LEVEL IS TOO HIGH, WATER MAY OVERFLOWWHEN THE
FOOD CONTAINER IS INSERTED. THE OVERFLOW COULD
ENTER THE ELECTRICAL COMPARTMENTANDCAUSEA
SHORT CIRCUIT OR ELECTRIC SHOCK.

3. Plug cord into a grounded electrical outlet.
4. Preheat the water in the well by covering the well with an empty food container or cover and
then set the heat control to the maximum heat setting. Preheat for 30 minutes.

5. Place stainless steel container of hot food into the food warmer. To prevent spills, do not
overfill the food container.

6. HOTHOTHOTHOT FOODFOODFOODFOOD HOLDINGHOLDINGHOLDINGHOLDING-Reduce the setting of the knob and monitor food temperatures
closely for food safety. Maintain water level at approx 3.5 litres. Periodically(approximately 2
hours) remove container of food and check the water level. Add hot water if needed. Adjust up
or down as required by the food type for safe temperature.
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WARNINGWARNINGWARNINGWARNING
BURNBURNBURNBURN HAZARDHAZARDHAZARDHAZARD

HOTHOTHOTHOTWATERWATERWATERWATERANDANDANDAND STEAMSTEAMSTEAMSTEAM ININININ THETHETHETHEWELLWELLWELLWELL CANCANCANCAN BURNBURNBURNBURN SKIN.SKIN.SKIN.SKIN.
USEUSEUSEUSE PROTECTIVEPROTECTIVEPROTECTIVEPROTECTIVEGLOVES,GLOVES,GLOVES,GLOVES, MITTSMITTSMITTSMITTS OROROROR POTHOLDERSPOTHOLDERSPOTHOLDERSPOTHOLDERSWHENWHENWHENWHEN
REMOVINGREMOVINGREMOVINGREMOVING FOODFOODFOODFOODCONTAINERCONTAINERCONTAINERCONTAINER OROROROR COVER.COVER.COVER.COVER. HOTHOTHOTHOT FOODFOODFOODFOODCANCANCANCAN
ALSOALSOALSOALSOCAUSECAUSECAUSECAUSE BURNS.BURNS.BURNS.BURNS. HANDLEHANDLEHANDLEHANDLE FOODFOODFOODFOODCAREFULLY.CAREFULLY.CAREFULLY.CAREFULLY.

CLEANINGCLEANINGCLEANINGCLEANING
To maintain appearance and increase the service life, the food warmer should be cleaned
at least daily.
1. Before cleaning or moving, unplug the unit and let it cool completely.
2. Carefully empty the water from the well.
3. The appliance shall not be cleaned with a water jet.
4. Wipe the entire well interior with a clean, damp, cloth.
5. To avoid damaging the well finish, do not use abrasive materials, scratching cleaners or

Scouring pads to clean water deposits from well.
6. If soap or chemical cleaners are used, be sure they are completely rinsed away with clear

water, immediately after cleaning. Chemical residue could damage warmer.

WARNINGWARNINGWARNINGWARNING
ELECTRICALELECTRICALELECTRICALELECTRICAL SHOCKSHOCKSHOCKSHOCK HAZARD.HAZARD.HAZARD.HAZARD.

DODODODONOTNOTNOTNOT IMMERSEIMMERSEIMMERSEIMMERSE FOODFOODFOODFOODWARMERWARMERWARMERWARMER ININININ WATERWATERWATERWATER OROROROR OTHEROTHEROTHEROTHER LIQUIDLIQUIDLIQUIDLIQUID
DODODODONOTNOTNOTNOT SPRAYSPRAYSPRAYSPRAYWITHWITHWITHWITHWATERWATERWATERWATER OROROROR CLEANINGCLEANINGCLEANINGCLEANING PRODUCT.PRODUCT.PRODUCT.PRODUCT. LIQUIDLIQUIDLIQUIDLIQUID
COULDCOULDCOULDCOULDENTERENTERENTERENTER THETHETHETHEELECTRICALELECTRICALELECTRICALELECTRICAL COMPARTMENTCOMPARTMENTCOMPARTMENTCOMPARTMENTANDANDANDAND CAUSECAUSECAUSECAUSE
AAAA SHORTSHORTSHORTSHORT CIRCUITCIRCUITCIRCUITCIRCUIT OROROROR ELECTRICELECTRICELECTRICELECTRIC SHOCKSHOCKSHOCKSHOCK.

REPAIRREPAIRREPAIRREPAIR
Thermal cut-out
The appliance must be unplugged before it can be reset. The appliance is fitted with a thermal cut-
out. If this is activated , the appliance will turn itself off . In order to make the appliance operational
again, the reset button of appliance must be pressed once the appliance has cooled down. If the
appliance still does not work, you should consult your dealer. This safety device may have been
switched off during transport. If so, follow the above instructions.
If the food warmer in damaged, it must be repaired by the manufacturer or its service agent or a
similarly qualified person to avoid hazard and guarantee loss.

South Ocean Hotel Device Produce Co.,Ltd.
Houcang Section Yinxian Ave, Ningbo China
www.kingo2000.com Tel: 86-574-88266887 Fax: 86-574-88266882

http://www.kingo2000.com
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